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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

- Kremlin  -

RU-visit to Hermitage results in more NL-hatred towards Russia 

21 june 2009

Dmitri Medvedev,

You should have separated Hermitage from new business-deal; from Balkenende & co.
• Hermitage should have been a 'private visit'
• For new business-deals you should have made an appointment with compagnies only, 

in another month
• Balkenende & co should have been ignored completely

You have just proven to the world 'that you don't care for the fact that you close deals with 
NL-MPs who want war in NL & EU'.

• In Belgium & England,  MPs are removed from parliament for less than the war-crimes 
Balkenende & co distribute over Earth.  
You continue to talk with Balkenende & co as if NL is a state of law, while in fact we are more of a 
dictatorship in EU  than any other EU-country is today. Even in Italy simple people can start 
lawcases against Berlusconni... 

• You do not take any distance from NL-war-makers-activities. 
You ignore the ICC-case against Balkenende completely; ignore that ICC works like a Hitlercourt. 
At least China  protests against the way NL operates! 
China & NL are at a diplomatic-war with eachother; Russia pretends 'everything is fine'.

• This weekend you have made PVV Geert Wilders stronger.
Because Russia is partial to the NL-elite   - who deliberately breaks down NL to keep Balkenende 
& co out of ICC-prison - .  NL-business , AVOs & municipals  'creates' 700.000 new unemployed 
in order to protect Balkenende ... 
And to cover up their personal criminal activities with bureaucracy-games....
◦ Simple people are being misinformed by NL-parliament & media = Russia keeps it this way!
◦ Amnesty International gets payed with NL-tax money to cover up for Balkenende & co 

= Russia ignores the hatred-mongers who only complaint about 'lack of freedom of speech in 
RU'. 

◦ Wilders becomes stronger because he makes the voice of the simple people visable = 
'Russia 'is unclear in the way Wilders is to be handled if he becomes President in NL', already 
awar of the fact that Wilders wants to remove HR-treaties from EU.
But you do talk about the reduction of nuclear-weapons with Balkenende!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

The Dutch have NO Reasons to Like Russia....
• Its clear that RU does business with dictators for economical targets; appearently its irrelevant 

that this system breaks down Earth. 
• RU doesn't want to take care of the well-being of NL-ers. 
• Instead of building NLFs for Fair trade & Eko, RU prefers to implement diplomatic-systems from 

history.
Geert Wilders is not going to build any Ft & E at all, so the damaging economical-deals will 
damage the people twice 

= they become unemployed without a future 
= they have to survive in a increasing chaotic, violent &  sick-making-climate, which could 
have been turned into a healty NLF-lifestyle by RU.

• RU talks about 'law-education in order to stop corruption', but the only thing you really do IS 
build corruption for RU-economical-targets ...overhere... 
How the NL-ers are left behind is 'not your business'.  
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And...you are playing a very dirty game with my life!
• You use me as your personal-advisor for Peace, without recognizing my ICC-case officially.

You refuse to stop UN Ban Kimoon & ICC.
So you don't want Peace! 
You want both: me to be your free-available advisor in warzone, next to the RU-warzone you
build overhere...

• You keep me without fundamental HRs, in poverty.  
I am not strong enough to pass Amnesty International or other liars in order to build NLFs.  
While you know 'NL is growing old and the Young adults aren't strong enough to work with your 
corrupt-economical-deals'. WAR...  
Guest-workers will not comprehend what you are doing at all! 
Beside, Wilders wants to remove 25 million Moslims from EU, regardless their nationality, 
education, jobs... Deportation...

You don't do anything good at all, to help me stop EU-war.  
On the contrairy, you collaborate today with NL-elite who will not have to live in war & agony 
themselves.  Because EU-MEPs-elite do exactly the same!

I am not angry with you!
Nóóóóóóóó......

I simply will never believe 1 word you say anymore.
What good will that bring to Russia!?

You didn't turn for advice to the Meeting of Gods & Goddesses for this one, 
desiree 
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